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Abstract. A proposal for merging context-awareness and user preferences in 
the same software system is provided. Several modules from the on-going 
CLOUD4All project (European Commission Seventh Framework Programme) 
are enhanced with Context Awareness, including the Semantic Matching 
Framework, the RuleBased Matchmaker (with new rules) and the Statistical 
Matchmaker (with new features to be used as predictors). Some other compo-
nents are created exclusively to deal with context features, as the Context 
Aware Server (to add context from motes) and the Minimatchmaker (to save 
computation and network resources for well-known situations) 

Keywords: e-Inclusion, Personalization,Context-awareness for universal access. 

1 Introduction 

Daily life in urban environments tends to force the user to interact with a plethora of 
machines, each with its own User Interface (UI). Most probably even getting into the 
workplace will involve checking the smartphone in the morning for email and ToDo 
lists, getting a ticket to the metro or bus in a Ticket Vending Machine (TVM), reading 
on a tablet while in transit and finally opening the desktop computer on arrival. Cur-
rently, the personalisation of all of these systems would delay users, so they are likely 
to use systems under suboptimal conditions, because users rarely make any changes 
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on the UI, especially when the interaction becomes more complicated, as when noise 
and light conditions vary. 

Several approaches [1][2][3][4] have addressed the task of improving the interac-
tion between a user and a computer by means of adding knowledge about the  
surrounding environment. However, not all of them employ the user needs and pref-
erences about the HCI as a source of data on its own. This hinders the possibility of 
generating personalised UIs, which are especially important for people with disabili-
ties, as it involves auto-activating Assistive Technologies (AT). On the other hand, 
researchers [6][7][8][9] have produced fruitful results when adapting the UI to the 
user needs, whether in automatic or semi-automatic fashion, Nevertheless, in these 
cases the adaptation of the UI is focused on user needs leaving the context reduced to 
the device that the user is employing [10]. A good universal design [5] on the server 
side plus the correct AT with the best configuration of settings on the client side will 
allow individuals with disabilities to complete tasks without the intervention of third 
persons, providing full accessibility even in environments that are not owned by  
the user. 

2 Related Work 

Several approaches and projects investigated semantic context-aware reasoning tech-
niques towards accessibility in the past. [18] motivated the potential of semantic web 
reasoning in terms of user interface adaptation recently. Beyond that, they propose a 
general reasoning architecture to support adaptivity of web-based services. Thereby 
abstract user interface design is translated into a concrete user interface by consider-
ing user (e.g. disability, web familiarity, language) and context attributes (e.g. input-
output devices, screen capabilities) as well as interaction data (e.g. user actions,  
navigation paths) represented in OWL and OWL_DL ontologies. A reasoning module 
and rule engine undertake decision-making about selecting appropriate and concrete 
interaction elements. Accessible TV applications through adaptive user interfaces, for 
instance, have been developing in the GUIDE[19] project. After initial adaptation 
according to the user capabilities have been calibrated, run-time adaptation is per-
formed by rules. Capability-based reasoning, delivered by semantic information  
has been recently proposed by [20] Ubiquitous devices, adaptable applications and 
service-based content are targeted. Even if the reasoning approach fits into the mat-
chmaking approach described in this paper, details about the process are not given. 
Kadouche`s [21] work based on semantic matching between an environmental model 
(environmental effectors) and a user model (human factors) to provide assistive user-
environment interaction and services. Context information from sensors and a user 
profile are processed to identify potential handicap situations for users by Description 
Logic (DL) inference reasoning. The context query engine delivers environment ef-
fectors that lead to a handicap situation which can be resolved by assistive environ-
ment services. A further, not-directly linked domain knowledge approach is presented 
by [22] Based on a user model (user capabilities), a UI model (information, content, 
navigation, and styles) and existing guidelines (principles on web accessibilities  
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e.g WCAG2), represented as ICF and WCAG ontologies, semantic matching  
through a GOAL model is created and specific guideline rationales are determined. 
Accessibility rationales are considered within the user context, e.g. capabilities or 
task. The approach does not perform personalization directly but is interesting as ori-
gin for specific contextual adaptations.  

3 Methodology 

The presented proposal bridges the gap between Context-Awareness and UI Persona-
lisation by orchestrating a layered matching between a) user needs and preferences 
and b) device/platform settings. (a) is subdivided into a.1) common terms such as 
brightness or volume level, a.2) preferred applications e.g.: choose NVDA over 
JAWS, a.3) application-specific settings e.g.: choose voice “Jorge” when employing 
Loquendo TTS Engine or place keyboard on top-left corner when employing Virtua-
lKeyboard ; whereas (b) deals with constrains “dpA” (device-platform-application) 
like b.1) physical constrains of the device, e.g: screen-witdht, maximum volume level 
or camera availability,  b.2) type of architecture (Windows, MacOS, AOSP…) , b.3) 
available solutions for that architecture. In the Figure 1 the “Preferences Server” deals 
with (a) and the “Device Manager” and “Solutions Registry” deal with (b). The 
source of knowledge represented as “Context Manager” is actually provided by two 
modules that are the Minimatchmaker and the Context Aware Server, explained  
below.  

 
Fig. 1. Rule-based matchmaking strategy 
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Matchmaking is then the process of adapting a user’s preference set to a given con-
text to configure the available solution in a way that matches the preferences of the 
user [23]. Considering the different kinds of context that one could encounter, this 
task becomes quite challenging [24].There are two matchmaking strategies working 
together 14: a statistical approach to infer settings from previous uses of systems and 
a rule-based approach that exploits the knowledge of the Semantic Framework [13] to 
gain insights from experts on the domain of AT selection, both of them being able to 
fetch data from the Preferences Server that users can update thanks to the Preferences 
Management Tool (PMT) 15. In the device there is also a reasoning module that 
stores what-if conditions to save computing and network resources. The Flow Manag-
er [16] is responsible for the communication between the modules. The Matchmakers 
output is divided into  

Decision+Interaction Help+Recommendation+OfflineSuggestion.  

• Decision: some ATs are automatically applied to ensure accessibility.  
• Interaction Help: decisions to automatically apply AT aims to ensure accessibility 

but might entail difficulties in utilize, i.e. if the user is not aware of short cuts pro-
vided by a screen reader. Important operations are delivered to the user in addition 
to a decision. 

• Recommendation: the proposed AT setup is presented in the Personal Control Pan-
el (PCP), a module that acts as a PMT on the user’s device. E.g.: preferred speech 
rate for screen readers. 

• OfflineSuggestion: When new AT are available and could benefit a specific user, 
the Matchmakers send an to inform about the new choices.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Interaction help example 

Although the system is designed to let the user apply the settings he/she agrees, the 
Decision part seems to be unavoidable, as some AT (e.g., screenreader) have to be 
applied to let the system ask for further conformance. The Recommendation is not 
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applied automatically, to let the user decide on this part, and the OfflineSuggestion is 
performed only if the user consented through the PMT. 

3.1 Rule-Based Matchmaker 

The Rule-based matchmaker can resolve cases where the adjustments preferred by the 
user cannot be directly applied due to limitations of the current system/device. Typi-
cal problematic cases include the following: a) user has application-specific prefe-
rences for a solution that is not currently available, b) user has application-specific 
preferences for two or more different solutions of the same type (ex. screen readers) 
and all of these solutions are currently available. In both cases, the Rule-based Mat-
chmaker exploits the knowledge and the inference capabilities of the Semantic Infra-
structure, in order to find the best alternative solution, or to select the most suitable 
solution between the available solutions of the same type, respectively. The selected 
set of solutions to be launched is then passed to the Flow Manager. 

Beyond that a user feedback loop is triggered by passing information about mat-
chmaking results to the Flow Manager which will be presented to users allowing them 
to keep control about automatically applied configurations, benefit from additional 
recommendations, and get useful information as well as interaction help about assis-
tive solutions that have been launched and adjusted. Apart from information represen-
tations, users shall be able to alter and assess decisions or apply recommendations on 
settings and solutions directly. Figure 2 illustrates interaction help information that 
will be presented for solutions that user has never used before. 

Table 1 shows an example of a Jena rule executed by the Rule-based MatchMaker. 
According to this rule, if user has specific preferences for two different solutions of 
the same type and the first solution is installed while the second is available but not 
installed (e.g. it may be accessed through the internet), the installed solution is se-
lected as the most appropriate for launching. Context is embodied in the Rule-Based 
Matchmaker as a set of rules to be executed before any other reasoning. This execu-
tion allows the final decision to take into account that under suboptimal conditions the 
final access mode may differ from the one stated by the user in the “Preferences Serv-
er” hence the access mode is weighted to give a chance to other solutions that work 
on different access modes. It also have a subset of rules dealing with perfomance, the 
surrounding environment changes very often (light, noise conditions) but not every 
little change in context drives a change on access mode, so some rules are needed to 
stop checking for different solutions. Table 2 below shows a JENA environment rule, 
when a sensors detects a change in the environment variable [25]. Two use cases were 
defined at [26] highlighting the contextual changes: adquiring the contextual data 
directly from the sensors embedded in the device or from ambient motes. As an ex-
ample of the first one the user Märta that has problems seeing the screen of the devic-
es she uses, when the luminosity changes, so when she logs in she will have a visual, 
white on black scheme. So, when the luminosity changes, Märta would like to auto-
matically have some of the following changes at the interface of her devices. When 
the brightness of the environment reaches a certain threshold, she will receive a black 
on white scheme. When the brightness reaches another threshold (higher) she will 
receive an auditory UI. 
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Table 1. Jena rule example – Installed solutions have priority over available solutions 

[InstalledSolutionsTakePriorityOverAvailableSolutions: 

(?tmpUser rdf:type ns:TempUsers) 

(?tmpUser ns:TempUsers_hasSpecificPreferencesForSolutions 

?tmpSolutionsIDOneForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences) 

(?tmpUser ns:TempUsers_hasSpecificPreferencesForSolutions 

?tmpSolutionsIDTwoForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences) 

notEqual(?tmpSolutionsIDOneForWhichUserHasSpcificPrferences, 

?tmpSolutionsIDTwoForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences) 

(?tmpSolutionsIDOneForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences  

rdf:type ?tmpSolutionClass) 

(?tmpSolutionsIDTwoForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences  

rdf:type ?tmpSolutionClass) 

(?tmpEnvironment rdf:type ns:TempEnvironment) 

(?tmpEnvironment ns:TempEnvironment_installedSolutions ?tmpSo-

lutionsIDOneForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences) 

(?tmpEnvironment ns:TempEnvironment_availableSolutions ?tmpSo-

lutionsIDTwoForWhichUserHasSpecificPreferences) 

-> (ns:InstalledSolutionsTakePriorityOverAvailableSolutions 

rdf:type ns:TempSolutionsToBeLaunched) 

(ns:InstalledSolutionsTakePriorityOverAvailableSolutions 

ns:TempSolutionsToBeLaunched_IDs ?tmpSolutionsIDOneFor-

WhichUserHasSpecificPreferences)] 

Table 2. If sensors detect changes in the environment variables, then trigger a further step 

[apply_New_Value_On_Trigger: 

   (?tmpEnvironment rdf:type ns:TempEnvironment) 

   (?tmpEnvironment ns:Temp_environment_ContextChange  

               ?tmpContextChange) 

   (?tmpEnvironment ns:Temp_environment_ContextProperty   

 ?tmpContextProperty) 

(?tmpContextProperty ns:Temp_environment_ContextProperty 

?val1)                                      

(?val1 rdf:type ns:Temp_environment_ContextProperty) 

equal(?tmpContextChange,"true"^^http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSche

ma#boolean) 

 equal(?tmpContextProperty , ?val1) 

-> (?val2 rdf:type ns:Temp_environemnt_ContextProperty) 

(?tmpContextProperty ns:Temp_environment_ContextProperty 

?vall2) ] 
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3.2 Statistical Matchmaker 

There is no simple way to automatically translate application specific settings into the 
context of another application. While it would be possible to state a transformation of 
a setting from one application to another, it is difficult to automatically find these 
relations with algorithms. Font size, for instance, might be relatively easy to measure, 
so it would be possible to create a transformation expressing that operating system A 
always renders text five percent smaller than operating system B. Yet, both operating 
systems come with individual metaphors and UI styles that a matchmaker should try 
to maintain. Operating system B might always come with a relatively dense user in-
terface, so font size should be even larger to make the information easier to read and 
separate. These subjective requirements cause an offset in the target configuration we 
want to infer. The goal is not just to reconstruct settings of application A for applica-
tion B, but to infer settings for application B that make it ‘feel and look like’ applica-
tion A. The strong subjective influence of ‘feel and look like’ is hard to describe with 
automated mathematical algorithms. Figure 3 illustrates this problem. A direct trans-
lation of user preferences from one application to another is possible if you can define 
a mathematical mapping. A very simple example would be that the font size rendering 
on Operation System A is 25 percent larger than rendering it on Operation System B 
(ignoring other influences on the actual physical font size in this example, like the 
display pixel density). Yet, those objective transformations will not always match 
what a user desires, as there are other influences to the “perceived clarity” of text 
items in an operation system. Operation System B might have a very clutter style, so 
that a user might want a larger font size for representing the same information. This 
also illustrates that those “subjective transformations” are user-specific. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Application Settings Transformation. Step 1 represents a direct transformation. Step 2 
visualizes the offset originating in subjective requirements. 

The task of the statistical matchmaker is to find a transformation that is as close to 
Step 2 in Figure 3 as possible. To solve this task, the statistical matchmaker deploys 
statistical inference.  This process is based on recommender systems [27] and consists 
of several steps, subdivided in an offline and online section.The offline section of the 
statistical matchmaker, called the Statistical Inference module, iterates over all prefe-
rences sets known to the system and clusters them. This step is necessary, as the runtime 
section, running on a specific client device, might not have access to the preference 
servers at all. Further, there are obvious security limitations in User A accessing the 
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sensors – such as smartphones –, the second use case is when the device that the users 
interacts with, has not sensors to gather data – such as ATM –, then data is provided 
by motes around the device, collected and aggregated using a Context Aware Server 
platform. 

The Context Aware Server (CAS) is developed in NodeJs provides a platform that 
collects, stores and process the data from sensors and when some triggers are fired it 
sends the processed data to a client in JSON format. Configuration, Sensors and Users 
are stored in MongoDb and new data is cached in Redis and it can be eventually 
saved to MongoDb depending on configuration. 

The CAS is designed to be fully compatible to RESTful architectural design. It’s 
structured in four main APIs: Sensor API, Device API, User API and Configuration 
API. The Sensor API offers the means for sending streams of new data from sensors 
and getting data stored in the CAS, it also permits advanced searching of data and the 
retrieval and search of sensors.  

The CAS implements an adaptable and configurable triggering system that avails 
the definition of basic collection, aggregation and triggering rules that are applied 
when new user is in the system or when new data from sensor is received. All the 
triggering system is configurable through the configuration API and the Trigger API 
and it’s applied in real time. When new data arrives to the Context awareness server, 
it fires an "onNewData" event. Afterwards, a listener gets the sensor configuration 
from the database. 

Table 3. Sensor RESTFul API (excerpt) 

Command Parameters Response sample Description 

GET 
/sensors/:id 

?populate { 

 "__v": 0, 

 "_id": "524abe89d34ac49f24000001", 

"_last": { 

 "value": 4, 

  "at":"2013-10 03T14:18:49.554Z" 

 }, 

 "devid": "1", 

 "type": "light" 

} 

Gets sensor using the :id 
from database. _last 
references the last 
retrieved data stream, 
devid it’s the internal 
sensor id (related to 
device) and type it’s the 
type of sensor. 
?populate=true parameter 
will populate the sensor 
with _last data timestamp 
and value. 

GET 
/sensors/:id/
data 

None, 

?all, 

?new, 

[{ 

“at": "2013-04-22T00:35:43.12Z", 

"value": 1 

},{ 

“at": "2013-04-22T00:55:43.73Z", 

"value": 2 

 }] 

 

If the parameter is 
?new,  it retrieves new 
data since last POST 
operation from sensor :id, 
otherwise or with ?all 
parameter, retrieves all 
data from sensor :id. 
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3.4 Minimatchmaker 

The Minimatchmaker is a component able to execute simple if-then-else software 
code. It is named after the Matchmakers but it doesn’t share their computational pow-
er. The Minimatchmaker receives a series of “what-if” [30] rules from the real Mat-
chmaker that allow it to react to minor changes in the environment. 

Recognised Environment:When the data sent by the Environmental Reporter can 
be managed by the Minimatchmaker, there is no need for querying an external Mat-
chmaker. The information with the new adaptation is composed inside the Minimat-
chmaker and sent to the Settings Handler. 

Unrecognised Environment: Sometimes the data sent by the Environmental Re-
porter cannot be managed by the Minimatchmaker. In these cases the Minimatchmak-
er communicates to the internal flow manager (The orchestrator) that it is not able to 
find a set of settings to respond to the changes in the context, and the orchestrator 
sends the same context data to the Cloud Flow Manager through a http proxy (HTTP 
Client). What happens in the cloud is transparent to the components inside the user 
device architecture, but nowadays the Flow Manager send the data to the Matchmaker 
module, which is composed by a series of different Matchmakers, including a Rule 
Based Matchmaker, a Statistical Matchmaker and a Flat Matchmaker. The response 
from the http proxy is formed by the new settings plus a new set of rules to deal with 
the context internally. The settings are directly sent to its handler (System Settings 
Handler) while the rules are passed to the MiniMatchmaker. The MiniMatchmaker 
erases any previous set of rules and stores those that are being received. 

4 Results and Discussion 

After a manual pre-load of the desired response of the MMM for the users, the lab 
tests had the following setup: 1) two separate devices were held by the user’s assis-
tant, one configured with a visual-magnified UI and the other one with an auditory 
UI. 2) the auditory one was given to the user, and he starts an interaction to get a trip 
ticket from the UI. 3) the observer switches on a music player with loud volume; 
when the MMM receives this noise, it produces a speech “switching to visual UI”. 4) 
the assistant switches the mobile with the user, and the user ends the ticket purchase.  

The test comprised a generic concept validation questionnaire and specific ques-
tions about the perceived usefulness of the solution and the level of satisfaction of the 
user. One of our main concerns is to make sure that the adaptation capabilities of the 
system developed does not conflict with Nielsen’s first usability heuristic (the user 
has to be always in control of the interaction), specific questions were asked regarding 
this issue. One out of three expressed their concern that the system autoadapting 
without their permission may be annoying, and that changes in the UI should be con-
figured by users. Nevertheless, three users considered the autoadaptation capabilities 
as useful (mean 4 in a 5-point Likert scale) and considered that, if they can configure 
the adaptations they may use it in the long term (mean 3,67 in a 5-point Likert scale). 

A prospective implementation on Android can be found at 17 though it lacks inte-
gration with the Flow Manager but served to ask users for general acceptance and 
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notion of control issues. These questions were refined during the second pilot stage of 
the Cloud4all project and as soon as the processed responses are available, the mat-
chmaking mechanism will be updated accordingly. 

The Context weighting mechanism has the drawback of a loss of performance, 
tighter integration at the ontology level is being tackled to decrease response time. 
Finally new algorithms are being explored to improve the hybrid approach that is 
employed to decide which of the matchmakers provides the final output. 
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